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1. INTRODUCTION

An enormous amount of experimental and theoreticnl effort has been devoted
In the last few yearn to the study of heavy Inn Indued few nucleon transfers.
In this talk I would like to give an overview of what Vwn been learned thus far
and what these transfer reactions proraine as proben of nuclear ntrueture. To do
this I would like to focus on three rather pragmatic questions; (l) whnt charac-
terizes the dynamics of heevy Ion transfers, (P) to what aspects of nuclear
structure are heavy Ion tran6ferti sensitive, and (5) bow reliably can one extract
quantitative npectroBCopie lnfornatlon, I will use experimental data when pos-
sible to provide the answers and when not possible or when more convenient I will
make use of DMBA calculations. The dloeu3sion will be limited to target nuclei
A 9 UO and bombarding energies above the Coulomb barrier. Since there have been
a number of reviews [1-2] on thin subject in the last few years I will primarily
Btress the more recent date and comment only briefly on the large number of con-
tributions on which our present urderstandlnis; Is based,

2. REACTION DYNAMICS.

In order to discuss the reaction dynamics it 1B useful to look at the
expression for the cross oectlon for a sin^lo nucleon transfer reaction. The
cross section for the reaction, a * A-*b + B(a = b + x)> where a single orbital
(i.) at each vertex is involved In the capture and there is only on" total L-
value to which &. and £„ can couple, can bo written In the framework of DWEA [?J
as;

dff „ . DWBA (a\

dn=SaVl. (8) (1)
It Is composed of a structure part { i . e . , the spectroscoplc factors S and S_),
and a part calculated by the reaction model which describes the dynamics,
a DWBA (g^ rjijjg atructure Information hence appears n.s 0 normalization constant
wBose accurate extraction from comparison with experimental data clearly depends
on how well one can predict the reaction dynomicfl. The nopnratton of structure
and reaction dynamics i s not In general ponaible for raultlnuclaon trnnnfer
reactions and henee the importance of unlng ningl') nucloon trnnofern to ntudy
the reaction dynnmlOB i s rcther obvioun. Ruch ntudlen are facilitated by the
fact that the single nueleon speetroseopic foetorn nro well known from light Ion
studies and the experimental data are relatively easy to obtain. From the
studies of single nucleon transfers which have been carried out In the last fev
years some of the basic features of the reaction dynamics have emerged. Among
the most important from a practical point of view are the behavior of the cross
section magnitude and the shapes of the angular distributions.

CrCBs Section Magnitudes; It i s well known that heavv Jon induced transfer
cross sections are strongly dependent on the 9-volue [ l -?3. This Is understood
as resulting from the strong absorption properties of heavy Ion reactions which
result in strong localization in angular momentum space; i t i s perhaps most.
obvious in elastic scattering where only a small band of partial waves centered
about the grazing I A" kR) contribute strongly to the cross section. Since the
transfer cross section deponds on the overlap of the incoming and outgoing
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distorted vav-r,, tho greatest traniifer orosB section occup whyn thnrp In n good
«-matohini: In the incoming and nur.golnR chennela ( i . e . , ^ ra *J). An the CJ-wilue
i s changed (anil hence <f i s chnnRrd) a mtnmatch i s produce!, and tho resulting
transfer crosn section 3eci mines drnraaticilly. 1MB 1n illuntrnted In FiR. 1
where the predicted DWBA cross scetionn for the trnnnfers to the nix oinnle-
particle states in ?0?Bi in the (1"0J

1^N) renntlon nro plotted us a function of
Q-value. In oadition to the rapid deererano of the cross section ns one moves
away from the optimum Q-value, there are two other significant points which are
obvious in the figure. First, the cross section at any particular Q-value depends
on the L-transfer; a comparison of the Q-dependenee of a large and small Ii-
transfer shows that the cross sections of the larger L-transfers have a wider
"Q-window", and a conparison of the cross section for transfers to final states
with similar form factors (e.g. 2f_/o and 2f ? / 2 ) shows that the larger I-transfers
are favored ( i . e . , O. p~ 2-10a_7. Second, the magnitude of the cross section
i s strongly dependent on the magnitude of the bound state form factor at the
nuclear surface. This can be seen in a comparison of the cross sections for the
3 p , / 0 , 2f /p, and Sf_/- states at Q-optimum; the 3p,/g form factor with an extra
nodb exterias further'lnto the nuclear exterior and Its croRS Bection i s even
larger than that for the 2f / . state whose population proceeds by a larger L-
transfer. The cross sectionfe in Fig. 1 were obtained uning no-recoil DWBAl?,5lJ.
Recoil corrections [U] are far from negliRi'l}'?, but the banie fentures noted
above remain true; namely, the cross section depends strongly on the Q-vnlue,
the L-transfer, and the magnitude of the bound state form factor in the surface
region. As a consequence, the reaction dynamics largely determine which reactions
will be seen with reasonable cross section, and which ref^ons of excitation will
be strongly populated rathnr independently of the structure of the final states.

FORffl F<|gTf«
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FIR. 1. PWB/1 calculations
showing the cross-section Q»
dependence for different L-
transfers using form factors
appropriate for the observed
final states (Ref. 51).
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The Implication for multl-nucleon transfers in elonr; nr, one transfers
more nucleons the cross section will decrease raplJly [5] as n result of both
the large negative Q-values usually found for these reactions ana the small
radial extent of the multinucleon form factors Into the surface region. On the
other hand* there Is a sensitivity to the bound state form factor and a selec-
tivity via the L-tranisfer vhlch are promising as spectroscople toolo.

Angular Distributions: The basic features of the nngular distributions observed
in heavy ion transfers can be seen in Fig. P. fihown are the angular distributions
measured for the ̂ Ca(^'c,"C)^Ca(g.s.) transfer at four bombarding energies at
Brookhaven [6], What can be seen is a smooth evolution from a bell-shaped angular
distribution at the lowest energy to a rapidly oscillating forward peaked angular
distribution at the highest. The angular distribution at the lowest energy is
similar to what has been oeen In Btudien at higher energies on heavier targetB
[7-93 and before a year or so ago would have been considered typical for heavy
ion induced transfer reactions on targets A s Uo. The annular distributions at
the higher bombarding energies are nimilar to what was first observed in the
^°Ca(l*N,13i")'*9se reaction at Brookhaven [lol; notably, regular oscillations near
and over the angular region of the grazing angle and at forward angles a first
maximum which appearB to be characteristic of the L-transfer.

«°Col'SC.*C>«lCt,.,.
Thin angular behavior os a function of

bcmbn?-dinf! energy enn bo wr>lt reproduced by DWBA
calcuiatlonn F̂ >T urin^ optlcnl model parameters
which fit the ';lantlc neattorlng (neo tho eurvon
in Fig. ?) . However, n qualitative understanding
of t H s behnvlor 1E of Interest and con be obtained
in the framework of the diffraction model for
transfer rencttonn as first discussed by fitrutinskl
[ i l l and further refined by others ClP-ll*]. The
basic fenturea of the nngitlur distributions are
predicted to depend on two things [ l l ] ; fl , the
iKmi-c7nn3ical grazing angle, nnd bit, the^Mclth
in /-npnee of the strongly contributing partinl
waves. For 8 • A* > ? one should observe strength
near the grazTng angle with no oscillations, and
for 8 * At < ? there should be more strength at
forwarS angles with oscillations of period
* lBfP/l . As the bombarding energy increases
the grazing nnclo decreases an>J at some energy
oscillations emerge as observed in Pig. P. For
heavier targets the larger Coulomb barrier neces-
sitates n higher bombarding energy before the
grazing nnglo decreases nuffleiently for osei l-
lntlonn to nrt in , ot which time th"* pnrlod of the
oneillntlinn m>iy be 00 smnll tlmt thoy nre ai f f t -
cult to iletoet. Ruch behnvior i s conslnt.ent with
tho ronults oboerved in the nt.udieo at high bom-
barding energies in th^ Pb region [7-9^. Xn ad-
dition to the dependence on the grazing angle
there should also be a dependence on ft*. 3Ms can
be observed In a comparison of the angular distr i -
butions for one and two nucleons transfers such as

Cm.

FiC. ?. Angular distributions nnd DWBA fits of the llOCa(1!C,1?C)ltlCa(g.s.)
transfer observed at several bombarding energies (Ref. f>).
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Fig. 3. One and two
proton transfer angular
distributions measured at
56 MeV 1 60 Incident energy
on 6bHi (.net. 15).

The more strongly oscillating two-nueleon transfer angular distribution without
a definite grazing angle bump ii a result of a narrower A* window; a consequence
of both better '-matching ond a more rapidly falling two-nueleon form factor.

The implications of thin for multinucleon transfers are not entirely clear
from the above discussion. The rapidly foiling multlnucleon bound-state form
factor argues that for the case of good '-matching there should be a forward -
peaked strongly-oscillating angular distribution. However, most multinucleon
transfers have large negative Q-vmlues which produce significant '-mismatch which
should have the effect of widening the A* window. This would argue for a damping
of the oscillations and perhaps a shift of the strength toward the grazing angle.
At present neither experiment nor calculation ha3 answered this question un-
amblglously, although preliminary experimental results [16] show that angular
distributions are forward peaked.

5. FENSITIvTrir TO NUCLEAR STRUCTURE

Single Nucleon Transfers: In addition to the strong absorption, heavy Ions differ
from light ion reactions In that the transferred nucleons are not in general in
s-orbits In the projectile. This gives rise to selection rules which are dif-
ferent from those for light Ions. If we consider a single-nueleon transfer from
a projectile orbit specified by quantum numbers o/.j. to an orbit rig'oJp In the
residual nucleus, the allowed L-transfers in the no-recoil DWBA formalism [?] are:

+ 32

EVFM.

(3)

00
Calculations using no-recoll DWBA, which annumea the transfer takes place along
the vector connecting the two cores ami noglrotn the change In the projectiles
center of mnon duo to the tranafor* falls to predict correctly the crons unction
dependence [U,7»17l. Exact finitn-range cnlciilntlonn which Include roeoll offoetn
are necessary and have been shown enpnbl^ of njctrnotlnn reliable npectroneopic
factors [9,17-193. The selection rules for the exact 1'intte range treatment are
modified from those of no-recoil in that there is no parity rule C O (Eg,. >0.
However, in transfers on t&rgetr. f\ ^ ho the non-normal parity (recoil) L values
are found to be suppressed and in practice the normal parity (no recoil) L
transfers are most important and in moit cases dominate.



Teblo 1. The L-imlUPG ollowed by
exact finite range DWBA (Ref. U).
The L-values in parenthesis are
the non-normal (reeoil) t-trans-
fera which are suppressed in com-
perlson to the normal parity L-
tranefers.

Because of these selection rales the ollowed L-transfers depend on the
total angular momentum, J, of the transferred nuoleon in the projectile and final
nucleus. IMs dependence i s shown in Table 1. Note that for the transfer of a
nucleoij from o p,/„ orbit in the projectile, larger L-transfers are permitted for
transitions to j£' (j • I + l /g) states an compared to )< ( j e t . i/s) states in
the final nucleus. On the other hand, a tromfer of a p,/_ nucleon from the
projectile hno no such dependence on J. 5Tiere are two consequences of this J
dependence of the L-transfPr. Because of the L-dependence of the cross section
favoring larger L-transferr, there should be magnitude dependence. Tor example,
in a comparison of transfern of a proton from a p.y- nnd p . / p orbit one should
observe a preferential exci totion of J^ stoten in tne p./« transfer. This i s
shown in Fig. U where the ratio of the strengths of
the reactions (^O,1?!!) and C 1^, 1 1 ! ) corresponding to transfers from
P . M orbite, reRpectively, on several targets i s plotted, "
t n « the J > / j < ratios are rignlficantly greater In the

to Ĵ . states observed In*. ( ^^ a n a

It can tb seen
> reaction.

Fig. h. Conpnrison of cross
section ratios of ^ and
states observed in the (* , ,
and (^C, 1 ^) reactions (Ref.SO),
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Fig. 5. DWBA «t« shoving the L
dependence of the angular distri-
butions at fcvard tingle* (Bef.21).

Fig, C. Cross section dependence
of J-» and .1, states observed as •
function of oostariing energies
(Refs. 6 and 19).

A second consequence of the selection rules
can be observed in the angular distribu-
tions. Because the first maximum at ex-
treme forward angles in many oases is an
indicator of the L-transfer Clo], the
selection rules make it BIBO a signature
of the j orbit Into which the particle Is
transferred. Shown in Fig. 5 are the

ar distributions measured for the
W,l*cr9ne reactions [Pi], flinee

the trinsfern to tho f_/_ and f7ip states
aro dominated by T, » P'hnd U, renpectively,
the Ii assignment In the present experiment
together with the orbit assignment from
light Ion studies allow for a define J"
assignment. Similar results have teen
reported In the study of the f'tljTIe)
reaction at Florida State [2Pj although
there Is less cennltlvlty In this ease
because of the additional L values allowed
In general by the transfer of a Pj/o
proton. It should be noted that this J
dependence of the cross sections and the
angular distributions Is of a completely
different origin and stronger than the J
dependence observed with light ions.

The ,1 dependence as a function of
bombarding energy is shown in Fig. 6 where
pent cross sections for J^fnd L- states
In e09Bl observed In the T-60,15N) and
(1BC,"B) renctlons are plotted [19J.
There is a different energy depnndence of

i .

c^—<r-
90

t . . . .

KM no too
(M»V)



the cross sections of ,1̂ , and ,1^ otates in the case of a Vi/p transfer, whereas in
the case of a p-; p transfer where both .)*, and J.. states are populated with the
same L-transf<?rB,the behavior in much the same, TMG crona section behavior Is
o result of both changing matching conditions and recoil effects, and thus far
very l i t t l e UBO has been made of this onvrgy 'lependence to extract L or J
information.

Two Nucleon Transfers; To date the most ntwHed two nuelPon transfer reactions
have been the two proton and two neutron Btrlppine Pjjd pickup reactions. Shown
in Pig. 7 i s o spectrum obtained in a study of the >!iCn{irjO,ll|C)5C*ri reaction
which in typical of the kind of experlmentol results obtained [23]. Angular dis-
tributions taken recently at Argonne [2fc] for this reaction at a similar bom-
barding energy are shown in Fig. 8. Theso data clearly show that there i s a L-
depenienee in the position and shape of the first maximum at forward angle
(9 < 20°). At larger angles a l l the L-tranafere oscillate approximately in
phase. DWBA calculations predict that for odd L-transfern similar oscillatory
behavior should exist , but out of phase with the even t-transfera; to my knowledge
this has not yet been observed experimentally.

ut IN t» ?90
CHAKNfi '4UMKR

Fig. 7. typical spectrw observed In studien
of tvo-nucleon transfer reactions at energleo
above the Coulomb barrier (Ref. SJ).

Fie. 8. Two-proton transfer angular distri-
butions ehovinp; a clear I dependence at «xtr«w
forvani angles. Solid curves are DWBA f i ts and
the da«hc4 curves are diffraction nodel
predictions (Bef. Sk).
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As pointed out previously for the ningle nueleon trannfers, heavy Ion
transfers are particularly sensitive to the bound state form factor In the Burfaee
region. This sensitivity manifests Itself in the magnitude of the cross section
and experimentally appears as a selectivity. In an analy.iin it becomes a sensi-
tive test of the microscopic wave functions. In calculating the two nculeon form
factors in DWBA, two alternate approaches have been frequently discussed; (l) an
oscillator separation into relative and center of mass (C.M.) coordinates where
the DWBA interaction acts on the C.M. of the cluster [>5,3T>3, and (2) n direct
Integration over each of the two nueleon coojrHnaten where the DWBA interaction
is a omn of the two single-particle interact! ons [8fi-P8,35f'H]. While thoro 1G
some evidenre that the latter approach nay be more rensonoblr [P6l, the former
approach Is more transparent for illustrating some of the features which should
be important In heavy ion transfers.

Following a formalism which is similar to that outlined by Olendenning
[29] for (p,t) reactions, the two nucleons In the target and projectile can be
transformed Into relative and center of mass motion by use of the Moahinsky-Talml
expansion. The quantum numbers for Relative notions and center of mass motion
are n * and NA, respectively} where "n and N refer to the numbers^of radial nodes
and * and A to the orbital angular momenta. For the reaction {*"0,**C) on a
J, = O target, for example, the cross section can in this formalism be written
3 O]

„,« , V

dff — I ir'A BIJA N'A' TJ A l ' |
OH * ' H'A' ' , (5)

where Sj^ and SJJJA" are structure factors and B^ (0) i s the dynamical factor
calculated by u T3WBA code. Note that the sum i s over the center of mass quantum
numbers H/V and H'A' for the two particles in the target and projectile. The
microscopic wave functions for the projectile and target become Important in the
following way. The quantum numbers for the reletlve and center of mass motion
are constrained to satisfy the following eowiltlona [?5J;

T CH • Mi M eTf |_ + * - + ^*in ^ *O (£ \

• i ^ 1 u t > ' ' *

2!f + A + fin + • • 3n> + *- + Sn^ ̂  *p / 7 \

1.1' (8)

and

| A - A | « L « A + A . (9)

The unprlmcd and primed qunntltles refer to the projectile and target respectively,
and n.4.,, n,4p, etc. refer to the quantum numbers of Independent particle motion.
Of Importance Is the center of oas» wave function; the larger the number of nodes
in the center of mass wave function, the further out Into the surface region the
wave function extends and hence the larger the cross section is. The largest
number of nodes in the center of mags wavn function occurs for a 05 relative
state. As previously noted in two neutron transfers with light ions [JOJ, con-
figurations with particles of low ' have a lnrger probability for being in (i OS
relative state. Therefore in the fp f.hfll, for example, the (p>/n) configurations
are preferred by about a factor of 6 in crass sections over the5\r7;?)" con-
figuration. This is illustrated in Tig. 9e where DWBA cross lections

Illustrates the coherent nature of the transfer reaction which makes the cross
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Fig. 9. Variations of the DWBA
cross section for different con-
figuration admixtures (Ref, 32).

section dependent both on the phono wvl mimriitudf oP n.lmlxturo ooef rjclento.
A second factor which affectc tho cror.n unction In a dependence on thn

J values of the particles in the configuration. Tn the previous paragraph ve
discussed the influence of the transfer irons section on the OS content of the
relative vave function of the transferred nueleonB. In heavy Ion transfer,
unlike light ion transfer, neither transfer vertex Involves nuclei whose internal
structure Is overwhelmingly of s-state character. As a result, there are signif-
icant contributions to the transfer cross section from non-OS components of the
relative motion. These contributions depend on whether ,V, or Jtf orbits are in-
volved in the in i t ia l and final states. Shown in Pig. 10 are model form factors
for (Pj/g)0+ and ( p , / , ) . * ' configurations calculated first including contri-
butions from only OS/r&lgtlve notion and then Including contributions from non-
OS relative motion L32J. The ( p , / 2 r form factor i s strongly enhanced over the
iPi/g/ form factor in the surface region as a result of the non-OS relative
motion contributions. Hiis sort of j-dependence i s peculiar to heavy-ion
reactions (apart from D-stete effects in the (d,p) reaction) and Is of consider-
able speetroscoplc interest.

An Illustration of the selectivity which renultn from this j-Sependence
can be Been in the experimental data and analysis of Becchetti, et nl. [3?] in
studies in the Pb region. In Pig. 11 are nhcm typical excltntion spectra of
^J°Po observed in (160,1J*C) and (l?C,loBo) reactions ot 10h HPV and 78 MeV,
respectively. One notes that only a reliitlvely few rtnters are stronply exeltea
and that they are excited with different relative strengths in the two reactions.
Part of this i s a result of the different kln-sraotlcs favoring different L-
transfers in the different reactions, however, part io o result of structure
effects.

The dependence of the two nucleon form factor on the projectile config-
uration for various pure configurations In the ? l oPo (0+) ground state Is shown
In Pig. 12. In a pure ,1J coupling one observes the following preferred 0+ -» 0+

transfers:

(J>)2 O + (projectile) 0* (target)

and

(J<)2 O+ (projectile) -• [^f 0 + (target)

(10)

(11)
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Fig. 10. Model forai factors. The
thin lines eorreopond to contri-
butions of OB relative motion and
the thick ltneo (labelled by con-
figuration) to the total fora
foetorn (ltef. 52).

T 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Fig. 11. Comparison of spectra ob-
tained, near grazing angle in the
< gto c> ^ (^C,">Be) reactions
on SOBFb (Bef. 33).

8
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7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
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Projtclil* wove function

lp!_ CK"b LS

r » »
CK«O

I T Fig. IP. Dependence of the forra
factor MR

m) (Rm = 1 ? fro) vs the
projectile configuration. At the
top mixing ratios for vnrioun
projectile wave functions aro In-
dicated: pure lp_/p?; pure Ipwp .

Cohen end Kuratn
p p

pure IB(lS); nnd C
1?C and lf:0 (Ref.

If the transitions involved pure JJ coupled vnve functions there would he n
pronounced projectile dependence. In practice, configuration nixing renoven
uuch of this strong dependence; nevertheless, mensurable differences exist be-
tween the calculated strengths in the reactions (^C,1^) and (16O,1UC).

The dependence of the cross section on the total spin, J, of the final
state is shown in Fig. 13 for states of pure configuration coupled to all allowed
J-valuerj. The calculated cross sections increase or decrease with Increasing J,
depending on the J-values of the pnrticles involved In the configuration.
BecehTtti [33] denotes thene as two types of tranoitlono:

Type T: 0 + (target)

and

OS)

Type II: 0 + (target) (13)

where the prime quantities here refer to the second particle. The cross sections
for Type I trannltions tend to decrease for larger J, while they Increase for
Type II transitions. Hence' there Is a sensitivity to the configuration structure
reflected In the strength by which states of different 3 are populated. Overall,
however, the figure illustrates the selectivity of the reaction; namely, only the
( f 7 / £ ) 2 , (f7/5 P,/j>), (p*/P) and (f7/jj I , , / , ) configurations are predicted to be
popula'ted The's'e'leeUvl "reaction Is clear from a comparison
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6 8 10 12

Fig. 15. Calculated peak cross
sections (po;rec"oU IWBA) to
lwela in ' *-™Po of the form
[n*.1 « n'Ĵ 'J ' ] T . The ,1 values
are denoted by ,k ( ' * + l/f?)
nnd .^ (s £ . i ^ ) . Solia
curveo: positive parity;
(Jatshed curvoo: neRative parity
(Ref. 53).

of the predicted onortry lovnln in ' Ho infl thR Irvoljj nopulntud ntronply
of the more t.hnn 50 Invln up to B MoV axel tn t.J on in ' '•"Po only 10 levels
o'hnewod ntron/jly.

The obstacles to extracting more Information from the two nucleon trans-
fers to date have been two; relatively poor energy resolutions and the lack of
Information concerning the L-transfer. From the results shown earlier in the
Ca region there appears to be the hope (at least for targets A < 80) of obtaining
Information about the t-transfei"3 from the angular distributions. Xn regard to
the energy resolution, rather impressive advances have been made in recent years.
An example is shown In Fig. lU where resolutions of AE £ 60 keV were obtained in
the study [55J of the reaction ^Ca(-'-°0,12c)™ri; a four nueleon transfer which
Is the subject of the next section.

Fig. lU. Spectrum obtained
for the UoCa(l50,1!?C)r*Ti
reaction (Ref. 55); an example
of the good energy resolutions
possible using a magnetic
npectrograph.

i IKCI'ATION CNCNT <M*V)
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Four Particle Transfer: The most studied four nucleon transfers hnve teen the
alpha transfers whose crone sections are generally much larger than other four
nucleon transfers. To date no data have been reported In experiments Involving
target nuclei A * UO confirming the Ii-dependenee of the angular distributions
at forward angles which Is predicted by DWBA. The exception to this are Li
induced reactions which wi31 be discussed later In this section. On lighter mass
targets several experlnentr have revealml oscillatory anRular distributions
[ i 1 * - ^ ] , and also preliminary resultB for L-dependence at forward angles [363.
As pointed out for two-nucleon transfers the extraction of the I-volues would be
extremely useful in the interpretation of experimental results.

Because of the large binding enerety of the alpha particle one might believe
thnt the OS relative notion of nucleono plays a dominant role. For the reaction
j°U,d] this appears obvious, however, for more complex nlpha transfers such as
(16o,12c) i t i s not so obvious. Recently Kurath and Towner [57] calculated the
radial CM, wave functions for the transfer of a (lp) cluster between the ground
st' as of *"0 and ^ 0 . Figure 15 shows that the four-quantum S»otate corre»
oponding to nn Internal OS cluster dominates in the surface region. It should be
pointed out that It was necessary to Include the renldual interaction to produce
this Q-correlotion. If the transfer reaction i s confined to the nurface, t t then
appears reinonable to consider only Of) relative motion contributions. Kurath end
Towner also nhowed thnt many of the properties exhibited by (^-transfer are related
to propertied that are familiar from two-nucleon transfer. From our discussion
of two-nucleon transfer we know that orbital with i™» I urn more important than
those with high *. In o-transfer such favoring should enter quadratically in
comparison of ( P 3 M ) with ( f 7 / 2 ) in the fp shell , for example. This i s I l lus-
trated in the calculations of Bonehe, et al . [J?l in Fig. 9b where i t i s clear
that the cross section magnitude Is very sensitive to configuration

to'piw -i r

.0°

.64

.ri1

Fig. 1?. Squared radial i-ave
functions of the cm. motion for a
( lp ) 4 cluster resulting from the
overlap of 1 6 0 and 18C ground state
wave functions using an interme-
diate coupling function for C
(Ref. 57).
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Recent ( M,d) experiments on n series of tarpotB In the fp shell performed
at Rochester [38] Indicate that the shape of tho ("M,d) angular distributions,
In addition to the magnitude, are sensitive to the radial extent of the four
nucleon form factor and hence to the configuration mixlnr. In Pig. 16 are shown
fits to the ground state L • 0 transfers on tliree target nuclei spanning the fp
shell. In going to heavier nuclei in the fp ahell one expects the relative amount
of (p»/c)n configuration in the ground state to increase. Microscopic calcu-
lations also shown in Kg. 2.6 show that the effect of Increased (p^/p)" admixtures
is to Increase the magnitude of the four nucleon form factor in the nuclear sur-
face. In an analysis by DeVrles [39^ It was found necessary to increase the
residual nucleus bound state radius In order to fit the shnpes of the angular
distributions for the heavier targets. The sensitivity of the shapes to 'bound
state radius can be seen in the figure. This would indicate that in addition to
the magnitude, there Is also a shape dependence which can be used to investigate
the microscopic wave functions.

t. UKM Pig. Ifi. ConstBtRnt with
microneopte form factor calcu-
lations (nt right), larger
bound state radii nre needed
for nuclei nt the upper end of
the fp ohell in order to fit
the ground state transition
angular distributions measured
at H energies of MeV
(Ref. 38).

U. DMBA ANAT.Y«Tf!

Slngle-nuclcon tranafern: In the l a s t year or no i t hns hnen shown thnt for tho
r e l i a b l e extract ion of apcctroncoplc factors I t in necessary t o Include r e c o i l
e f f e c t s [^ ,9 ,17-19] . An an example of the kinds of r e s u l t s obtainable, speetro-
ocoplc faetorn extracted for the s inglf i -port ie le s tn tes in "°3Bi, from onnlyseo
19J of the three react ions l"*,10Be), ( ^ C , 1 ^ ) , and ( l r >0,15w) at a number of
d i f ferent bombarding energies are shovn In Table P. Agreement between those
r e s u l t s and n l so t o those obtained frcn analys i s of (1Ie ,d ) t o within ?O{( are
obierved for aost c a s e s , l l iese and s lndlar re c u l t s obtained i n other s tudies are
the encouraging feature of the present s ta tus of DUBA a n a l y s i s , and Indeed shows
what progress haa been made In the l a s t year.

A m j o r problem, however, which appears t o be connected with the o p t l e a l -
aodel potent ia l s used i n DWBA ca lcu lat ions remains. The conventional approach i s
t o use opt ical -mole l parameters obtained by f i t t i n g e l a s t i c scat ter ing data In the
Incasing and outgoing channels t o generate t i n distorted waves In a transfer
c a l c u l a t i o n . VB<S of these parameters In a transfer ca lculat ion provides In
general a reasonable f i t t o the transfer angular d i s tr ibut ions I f there i s no
large I mismatch. However, for transfers which have larger Q va lues , and are
hence I mismatched, discrepancies appear between theory and experiment,



Table 2. The speetroscopic factors obtained in analyson of several heavy ion
induced single nucleon transfer reactions leading to the nlni?le particle stntes
la S0?Bi (Ref. 9) .

Orbit
(nftt

3P3/2

«5/2

»7/2

l b9/2

".3/2

Ex

3.12

2.H2

0.90

0.0

1.61

0.74

0.47

0.67

0.70

O.gl

209Bl Sp*etro«coDic
) tUCr

liBi

0.84

0.60

0.64

0.74

0.51

Factor*
(t6fl 15N)

0.60

0.66

0.76

1.03

0.50

'*K.,d)

0.58

0.61

0.65

0.54

0.52

appears to be particularly true for proton transfers. In fitting the grnzinp:
angle dominated angular distributions found In the sturlffn in the Vb r"C.\on for
"Mtiunple t7,l8-W3» one flndo n syntetwti"! nhirt in the nr<vHct.e<l nnpilnr difitrl-
butlonn «s a function of excitation enortff In the r<>ni<liinl nucleus which ^n not.
observed In the ilntn. It can be shown Hint thin dir.ornpnncy enn br rnnovml by
shanging In an empirical wuy the optlcal-nodcl paramstern In the outgoing nhnnnn!!
[ l 8 ] , A similar, but even more sensitive discrepancy In observed in the forward
angle oscillatory angular distributions. This Is Illustrated In Fig. 17 where
DWBA f i t s to the angular distributions for the transfers to the lfy/a and &P«/£
states In *9se populated In the (*"0,15n) reaction are shown [ 2 l ] , The angular
distribution for the ty/g rtnte Is well f i t (solid line) using optical model
parameters from the elastic scattering. Tn order t o f i t the angular distribution
for the £px/£ state (solid l ine) It was found necessary to modify the optical
potential In the outgoing channel; the dashed curve shows the predicted angular
distribution using the optical aodel parameters obtained from elastic scattering.
A similar systematic variation of the optical nodel parameters was used to f i t
the angular distributions nhown in Fig. 5 for the five transfers measured in the
^BCa("N,l'*C)*9sc reaction. The cpectroacoplc factors one obtains [? l ] from these
f i t s Is In remarkably good agreeneot with those reported from studies of the
CRe,d) reaction. The shift In the angular distribution and the modified shapes
at forward angles are connected at least phenonenologleally in the sense that
the same procedure can be used to f i t the data. The origin or explanation of
this behaviour Is not known and Indeed nay not be associated with the optical
model potentials, but rather an indication of more serlnus problems in the DWBA
analysis. There are other examples of discrepancies which are not understood
[!)O,itl]. As a practical consequence predictions of the shapes of the angular
dlotrlbutlons are clearly in an unsatisfactory state.

Haiti-nucleon transfers: The problems In fitting angular distribution^ except
for the cases of good * matching, appear to be even more pronounced in runny eases
of two and four nucleon transfers [2J,53]» although more oxpcrlmentnl dnto,
especially at small angles, are needed to clarify the nyntrmntlcn. Annlynln of
multi-micleon transfer reaction* neve been hindered by the difficulty of including
recoil effectr. In calculations Involving microscopic form factors. Calculations
have been performed using no-recoil DWBA C'tPi, using some npproxlante t refitment a
to Include recoil effects [SB,5Si, and recently using exact finite-rsnge
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DWBA f'HjllM. In genernl none of thnno unleulntionn nri' IIMI- t.n predict
woll the. al)8olutc orOBS noctlon. An an nxrirapln, tin- renpnt <xfiet finite rringn
calculations of Jtayman [>«"! for thp twn-n«uivm tmnnfor r''*Nt(180,tr'0)r" N1 ( K . B . )
were reported to undorentlnntc the cronn wet Ion Tiy nn or<l«r of mnmltu&e,
Slnllor results have teen I'oportfld l>y Boncho, et nl. [??1, who Include in an
approximate way recoil effeetn in colculationa of two nnd four nuolcon trannfers.
The predictions of the relative cross sections are believed to tp much tetter;
there have not yet been ennugh studies to verify thin.

Pig. 17. The solid line for the
state and the dashed linn i'or the ^
state correspond to IJWBA fltn using
elastic scattering optical-model pnrnm-
eters. Tlie solid line for the p./o
state Is the fit obtained after modi-
fying the parameters In tht outgoing
channel (Hcf. Pi).

HJ-

019

Cot 0. N) Sc

56M«V

20* 40*

5. MORE C0MPK5JC

Thus far I have considered only c l u s t e r transfers a i m i n g a i l a p l * one-
step mechanism. Moreover, I hnve discussed only the most thoroughly studied
tranofers . I would nov l i k e t o consider what eifperinental evidence e x i s t s for
the Importance of sore complex reaction mechanisaa. In t h l i area I w i l l dlicusR
experimental resu l t s concerned with I n e l a s t i c two-step proce i tes and seqaentlal
two-icep t rans fers .

I n e l a s t i c two-step trans fers : The question of the Importance of l n e l n s t l e two-
• t e p processes In heavy-lon-lnduced transfer reactions hns received some theo -
r e t i c a l a t tent ion In the l i i s t few years [ h s - h ? ] . I would here l i k e t o nuanarlze
what experimental evidence for such proceisec e x i s t . Tn s ing le nudeon transfers
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there appears to be no experimental evidence to lroUcnto that Inelastic two-step
processes are any stronger than In light-Ion trnnofers; them appears to tie no
greater excitation of particle-core excited states In the residual nucleus than
with light Ions. In two nucleon transfers recent coupled channel calculations
have predicted that Inelastic two-step processes should be Important; showing up
In the shapes of the angular distributions I^-^Tj . Shown In THg. 16 are angular
distributions obtained In the study of the "°Oe(l°O,1'*Cr °Se reaction ft Saclay
[1*8]. The f i t s In the figure were made by Vanura et a l . O9] showing that the
angular distribution associated with the 2* state i s o.iamolouR and Is not well
reproduced by DWBA, while the predictions using CCBA arc- able to reproduce the
dita very well. In view of the probleas In fitt ing evei slngle-nucleon transfers,
where there are reasonable arguments that the transfers proceed via a one-step
process, one sight be sonewnat skeptical at this stage. However, in Fig. 19 are
shown the angularjdlstrlbutioni.obtained at Berkeley [50] for several transitions
observed In the 1**Md(1'C,1*C)**2Iia reaction which provide stronger evidence of
the sensitivity of the angular distributions to two-step contributions. 1 would
like to emphasize only the angular distributions for the transitions to the two
fc* states at 1.56 HeV and nt 5.^9 MeV which show completely different angular
distributions. In this cane the transitions to states nt hitfmr and lower exci-
tation energies show nornal grazing angle t; pe angular distributions as opposed
to the transition to the 2* state at 1.58 HeV whone angulnr distribution Is
clearly qualitatively different, whatever DWDA rany or nay not hnve to any.
Previous studies with (p,t) reactions on the Ml isotopes have nlr^ndy been made
[^l] and a quantitative comparison of the two reactions should give information
on the relative Importance of two-step procenses In light and heavy-Ion induced
reactions.

500

200

E,ob(I6O)«56M«V
EFRCCB—EFR-CCBA
EFR-DWBA

Fie. 18. Pits obtained to
angulor distributions using
DWBA and CCBA calculations
(Ref. U?).

0 10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0
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l4tNd

Flg. 19. Anomalous angular distri-
bution for the transition to the 2*
level at 1.58 MeV (Hef. 50).

Other possible evidence for the Importance of tvo-step processes has teen
noted for excited states of the outgoing projectile. Rome evidence cones frosi
discrepancies In the extracted spectroscoplc factors [? ] . Other evidence coaes
from anonalous angular distributions for excited states of the projectile. Such
an example has been found In the reaction w)Ca(19p,soRe)'*'K vhlch has been studied
at three bonbardlng energies [5&jL There studlesshow that the angular distri-
bution! for the transfer to the *0C (g.s . ) with S0H» In Its first excited state
are anomalous and poorly f i t using DWBa. The recent distributions by Low, et al .
using CCM, however) are reported to reproduce very well this anomalous
behavior [ ]

Sequential two-step transfers; In addition to Inelastic two-step processes)
sequential two-step processes have been found to be Important In some llght-lon
reactions [53]. Die importance of such processes In heavy-lon-lnduced reactions
has been recently discussed [5b], but at present no unambitious experimental
evidence for their Importance has teen reported. In Fig. SO are shown spectra of
three-nucleon transfer reactions observed In the le>0 + *°Ca reaction studied at

on this question.
B). The reaction

transfer of a 2p + In
cluster or via a two-step transfer such as two-proton stripping followed by tha
stripping of a neutron. In this case the Q value for the direct one-step process
i s rather favorable ami hence one might t>eU»ye that It dominates. The angular
distributions look similar to those for (^O, 1 ^) , anil although the data doc« not
confirm It , the DWBA calculations predict an L-depen&ence as found In the
(i°0fl*C) reaction. Since the spin transferred by the three-particle cluster Is
not zero this means that the reaction la similar to the single-nucleon transfer
and one should have a J-dependence. The reactions (160,15C) leading to states In
*9 appears to be at least n two-step transfer since there Is no nuclear constit-
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uent of baryon nuniber one ond charge two which can be transferred In n one-step
process. The nngular distributions shown In Fig. 21 are forward peaked ond are
consistent with either a smooth or oscillatory angular distribution. The oscil-
latory curve In the figure Is the DWBA prediction which flto the (I60,14C) I » 0
transfer to the 5OJM. ground state {Ski. It should be noted that the strengths of
these transitions are not particularly weak. The differential cross section for
the strongest transfers are of the order of 2Q-50 ub/ar ns compared with cross
section magnitudes if 50-100 Ub/sr fop the (160,Wc) transitions. It should be
mentioned that the Q value for the (*6O,15c) reaction Is -10.3 MeV which for a
one-step transfer would cause a great suppression of the cross section because
of the enormous I mismatch. In going through the two-step transfer via inter-
mediate states In *"Ca and '"M, the separate steps are less severely mismatched.
While this data can say nothing about the relative Importance of a one-step versus
a tvo-step mechanism in reactions where both are possible and there Is good t
matching, in cases where there la poor matching the present data implies that
sequential two-step processes can be Important. The last spectrum in Fig. PO is
from the three-proton trantifer (I'o,1^). The transition Is weak ("» 5 Ub/sr) and
no angular distributions vnre obtained, therefore any serious discussion of the
reaction mechanism will probably have to await more data. What Is encouraging Is
that a spectrum can be obtained at all and that despite the poor statistics it
appears that Identifiable low-lying states in 51y which are primarily of (
configuration are populated.

V4lfco

ArM
CMkMWL MHMC*

Fig. 20. Spectra of three-nucleon
transfer reactions obserrel In the
160 + Wca rMCtlon (B»f. VS).

Fig. PI, Angular distributions ob-
served In the two-step transfer
reaction ( ^ O , 1 ^ ) , The dmhed lines
nre to guide the eye (R<>r, l^) .
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three spectra other than providing none very Interesting result* to
teat reactions models, also nhow whnt progress has beon made In detection tech-
niques In the last few years. It la a fundnwmtal limitation of henvy-lon
Induced reactions that ault.'nucleon transfers are weak and there Is little we
can do except to chooce the best projectile and energy. However, yields are not
so low and energy resolutions so bad that information cannot be extracted ana I
believe we are on the verge of doing with heavy-Ion transfers what had Initially
been seen as the potential strength of these studies; nsaely, exploring whether
•ultlnucleon transfers can provide Information on the Microscopic sMltl-partlcle
aulti-hole structure of nuclear states.
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